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PRWeb - Upgrade Process
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One of the very cool things about PRWeb is it's a FREE
service. You can submit press releases and get them online within
a few days, and never pay a red cent.
But if you value your message, and understand how much
leverage you can add with just a few tweaks, you'll want to
consider adding some upgrade money to the pot... I assure you, in
my professional experience, it will make the difference between
amazing results and media-medocrity...
Here are my quick guidelines (you can learn more by requesting
my 7 Secrets to Maximizing PRWeb's Online Visibility Engine.
We'll be offering the guide by month end).
1) If you are completely broke, use the $10 Contribution level to get
access to the Distribution network. At least you'll get seen
somewhere (you'll also speed up your delivery by 24 hours or so).
2) I recommend a minimum $40 contribution. Why? because you
get to add images AND see those images alongside your press
release. That's a big deal, and with the massively increased
distribution (search engines), a good starting point.
3) We experience a 2.5-4x increase by moving to the $80-$120
level (in fact, at $120, you can hire PRWeb Direct to optimize
and submit your PR for you, which is an outstanding value). At
this level you get massive search engine and Yahoo+Google
News distribution, meaning you'll be picked-up by hundreds of
blogs and other PR distribution mechanisms. We regularly
receive 75-100,000 title views and 500-1,000+ pickups.
4) There are a number of benefits as you scale up from here. From
"inline images" on Yahoo and Google News, to Search Engine
Optimized releases, to Top 3 position on PRWeb (giving you
premium placement on every PR listing page for that day).
Use Credit Card, PayPal, your PRWeb Cash Account or even mail
a check.
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